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Leading the charge
towards a
We have led on climate action for more than 28 years, and were one of the first
companies in the world to adopt science-based targets, directly linking our
own goals to the overall level of reductions in emissions needed to limit the
most harmful impacts of the climate crisis.
We are transitioning to a low carbon
business model. In doing so, we have
pledged to become a net zero carbon
emissions business by 2045. Our targets
align with the most ambitious aim of the
COP21 Paris Agreement - limiting
global warming to 1.5°C.
Earlier this year, we pledged our
support for a green recovery by
announcing two new initiatives:
• The UK Electric Fleets Coalition.
With 33,000 vehicles, we have the
second largest commercial fleet in the
UK. Together with The Climate Group,
we are calling on the UK Government to
target 100% electric car and van sales
by 2030; extend grants for electric
vehicles and charging points through to
at least 2023; and speed up the rollout
of public charge-points across the
country.
• The Green Tech Innovation Platform.
Working with Plug and Play, the
world’s leading innovation platform,
we aim to uncover the latest
technologies from UK-based tech
scale-ups that could support us and
our public sector customers transition
to Net Zero.
Since 2016/17, we have reduced the
carbon emissions intensity of our
operations by 42% and have reduced
carbon emissions by 8% in our supply
chain.

Last year, we helped our customers save
13m tonnes of carbon – three times as
much carbon as our own end-to-end
carbon emissions and, in November, we
announced that our network, offices
and shops worldwide were now
powered with 100% renewable
electricity.
Our mission to lead the reboot of
Britain’s economy goes hand-in-hand
with our commitment to a greener
future. We want to see greater
investment in infrastructure, support for
UK manufacturing and a focus on green
technologies – helping to create decent
jobs and sustainable growth.
Our commitment to reducing our
carbon intensity will help the UK
Government meet its target of net zero
emissions by 2050 and we are calling on
other companies to take similar
measures and make similar
commitments.
To see how we are investing in a better
tomorrow, go to www.bt.com/about/
digital-impact-and-sustainability.

WELCOME
Tech companies across the South West continue
to amaze me with their innovation, ingenuity and
global level capability. This year’s Tech South West
awards have received twice as many entries as last
year and the quality keeps on increasing.
As individual businesses we focus on
communicating with our target markets who are
often national or global audiences. This sometimes
means we don’t get to show our local audience how
incredible our companies really are.
One of the main aims of Tech South West is to
showcase the incredible talent and capability of
tech businesses across the region so that policy
makers in both national and local Government
can recognise the significance of the region’s tech
industry. Highlighting the great companies also
shows off the fantastic careers available, and raises
aspirations for people looking to train or re-train.
And that, in turn, helps to grow our local talent
pools, develop our economy and regenerate our
wider rural and post-industrial communities.
So, Congratulations to all our finalists and our
winners. Thank you to all our sponsors. Great work
Dan and Astley Media, again. Everyone is making
a huge difference to the tech sector in the South
West and the wider economy of the region.

Toby Parkins
Chairman, Tech South West

Tech Entrepreneur of the Year

Innovation

Best Start Up

Best Education Initiative

sponsored by

sponsored by

sponsored by

sponsored by

Brian Allen

Codices

Airway Medical

Ocean 3D

David Kelly

Data Duopoly

Codices

South Devon College

Harry Cobbold

Filmily

FluoretiQ

Sparx

Richard Godfrey

Rocketmakers

Tumelo

West Exe School

Vlad Nanu & Andy Rogers

Rovco

HealthTech Award

Sustainable Tech

sponsored by

sponsored by

EyeControl

Frontier Technical

Neuronostics

Neighbourly

Supporting your tech business
every step of the way...
Bishop Fleming’s Technology, Innovation and Growth
team offer expert corporate finance, tax, accountancy
and business advice and are experts within the sector.
We can support your business, whatever the size,
locally, nationally and internationally. Our team works
with everyone from start-ups to PLC’s, funders and
investors, tech hubs and incubators. We are passionate
about bringing the tech community together.

TSG Technology Services

Plotty

Ultramed

Value Xd

Best Scale Up

Best Tech Workplace

sponsored by

sponsored by

To find out more about how we can help, please visit:

www.bishopfleming.co.uk/technology-knowledge-hub or
call us on 0333 321 9000.
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FDB (First Databank)
Amdaris

Mintivo

Moortec Semiconductor

Moortec Semiconductor

Rovco

Rocketmakers

Rowe IT

Singer Instruments
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Teach Tech

Contribution to the Community

sponsored by

sponsored by

REAL WORLD SOLUTIONS FOR TECHNOLOGY
Our technology team are specialist tech lawyers who can help you
see what’s coming, anticipate change and provide timely advice, so
that you can stay ahead of the curve.
With our drive for quality at the heart of all we do; our advice
is not just technically sound, but is rooted in a wider
appreciation of our clients’ world.

Anthony Martin
Simon Goode
Adopstar

Tech Leadership

Crowdfunder

sponsored by

Heart of the South West LEP Digital
Skills Partnership
imployable

0117 321 8000
ashfords.co.uk

Chris Phippen (Hatless Studios)

@Ashfords_Law
Ashfords LLP

SETsquared Partnership

People’s Choice Award
International Success

Hero Award

sponsored by

sponsored by

Tech Company of the Year
(revenues under £5m)
sponsored by

sponsored by

Neighbourly
CyNam (Cyber Cheltenham)
Chess Dynamics

Applegate

Chris Wood (Ocean 3D)

Moortec Semiconductor

Cosmic

Sparkol

Sparx

The Quantum Technology Enterprise
Centre (QTEC)

One Big Circle
Software Solved
Rocketmakers
Storm Consultancy

Clodagh Murphy (Larks Live)
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Commitment to Diversity

Tech Research

Tech Cluster Awards

Tech Company of the Year
(revenues over £5m)

sponsored by

sponsored by

sponsored by

sponsored by

iO Academy

BMT

Amdaris

TECgirls

Ocean 3D

For stand out organisations and individuals
in each SW tech cluster area. No shortlists,
winners announced at the awards.

Rovco
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WHAT’S THE CONUNDRUM?
Tech South West is a
community, a collaboration
and a conundrum.
Since launching four years ago, our
sector has come a long way. We are more
connected, sophisticated and, despite a
turbulent 2020, more confident than ever.
Given everything that’s happened in
2020, it is testament to the strength of our
tech sector that we move into 2021 with
optimism, not only about the power of
technology to do good, but the South West’s
emerging role at the global forefront of this
movement.
Tech4Good and Cleantech. Already we
are world leaders in so much - climate and
environment science, healthtech, marine
tech, robotics and AI. And of course many
others.

So what’s the conundrum? Well, to me
it’s not ‘can we do it?’; it’s ‘how far can
we take it?’.
So, let’s keep going. If you’re not
already a member, join for free at
techsouthwest.co.uk. Then check out
some very exciting new initiatives and
get involved:
Tech South West Connect
New membership packages for
organisations.

So, we’re teaming up with national
journalists to launch the region’s first
dedicated tech news website for the
South West. It will be live from January
and you’ll all be able to get involved and
be part of that story - a story we want to
take to the world.

New company membership packages.

Enjoy the awards and let’s keep going.
Dan Pritchard
Co-founder, Tech South West
dan.pritchard@techsouthwest.co.uk
Growth programme to find the next
generation of tech talent.

Tech South West StartUp Studio
New growth programme and
investment opportunities.

And it is the good that will last out, and be
the making of the South West’s tech sector
on a global scale.

Tech South West STEMM
New programme to support our young
people.

Tech from the edge - tech from the cutting
edge. That’s how Tech South West sees it.
Cutting edge technology, people and place,
focused on making the world better.

Tech South West News
Dedicated news website for the region’s
tech sector.

The finalists of this year’s Tech South West
Awards excite me. Look at the array of
specialisms. Look at the depth of talent and
variety of organisations bursting through.
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I see this rapid emergence in my role
running Astley Media, where 90%
of our client and project work is now
around building tech and infrastructure
brands.

TSW IN 2021

I talk with people all the time about the
region’s brand, our hidden stories, the
need to be more confident and tell the
world about the greatest place in the
world to live and work in tech.

STEMM programme in partnership with
Software Solved to inspire young people
and promote tech events, activities and
work placements.

Dedicated news website for the region’s
tech sector.
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Our Tribe Tech podcast is
a showcase of the talent
within the South West‘s tech
businesses.
It’s fun, casual and chatty, while also asking
the tougher questions around inclusion
and recruitment at grassroots. We have a
growing listener base and tour the region
(now, virtually!) from Bournemouth to
Penzance finding out more about what
makes the region’s tech firms tick.
The Tribe Tech podcast is presented
by husband and wife team and former
broadcast journalists Robert Hillier
and Feyaza Khan. If you want to be on
the podcast - get in touch with us @
TechSWOfficial

YOUR DIGITAL EVENING
7.30pm

Welcome from your host TV’s Nick Baker

7.45pm - 8.30pm

Main Awards presentation

8pm

People's Choice Award live voting

8.30pm - 9pm

After Show Party: Backstage expos,
networking, live chat & quiz

www.techsouthwest.co.uk

